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IFIM Business School holds its 20th Annual Convocation
PGDM Batch 2014-16

142 students received their Diplomas from
C. K. Ranganathan, Founder Chairman and MD, CavinKare
The academic year saw the introduction of greater industry
exposure through unique mentoring and internship programs
IFIM Business School witnessed its landmark celebration with
its 20th Annual Convocation held on Wednesday, July 20,
2016. This year saw 142 students of the 2014-16 batch
receive their post-graduate diplomas in the presence of Mr. C.
K. Ranganathan, Founder Chairman and Managing Director,
CavinKare Pvt. Ltd and Dr. Eileen Peacock, Former SVP and
Chief Oﬃcer Asia Paciﬁc at AACSB International.
In attendance were several dignitaries from the corporate
world, the Board of Governors of IFIM, the alumni of the
institute and proud parents of the graduating batch, which
included both regular and executive PGDM students.
In his convocation address, Mr. C. K. Ranganathan spoke about
the importance of entrepreneurship and the need to nurture
the entrepreneurial instinct within every individual. He
narrated his own long journey in venturing into new ways of
marketing while facing competition from multi-nationals, in
order to reach his products to diﬀerent sections of society. Dr
Eileen Peacock congratulated the graduating batch and
wished that IFIM Business School would reach its set goals
and deliver its promises to the future batches of management
students.
Welcoming the audience and addressing the graduating
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students, Prof. M. S. Lakshmi Narayanan, Controller of
Academic Governance at IFIM said, “This academic year was a
fruitful year for all of us, as we had introduced a number of
innovative programs and activities which reinforced the
holistic development of these professionals. The introduction
of the industry mentorship program as well as the ﬁve month
Industry Internship Program (IIP) brought in better industry
exposure and helped the students develop a clear picture of
their career goals. The results are for everyone to see in our
placement records.”
Congratulating all the students on the occasion,
Shri V. B Padode, Chairman IFIM Business School, said, "This
year has been one of the most satisfying years for the institute
in terms of overall performance by the batch. We have had
excellent results academically. IFIM, this year, has also
witnessed some of the best companies in the country visiting
us as recruiters and absorbing a sizeable portion of our
students. This is a result of our twenty year track record in
delivering top class management education through
innovative pedagogy".
The Convocation came to a close with a buzz of cheer and
excitement as the students threw their hats up to celebrate
the occasion.

The following Gold Medals and Awards were given out to the top students

Program Toppers

Amaze Partners Award for
The Best Student of PGDM &
Chairman’s Gold Medal for
The Best Student of PGDM
with Finance as specialization
Ms. Shaik Wasim Ahammed

Chairman’s Gold Medal for
The Best Student of PGDM (Finance)
Mr. Sarakanam Leeladhar

Chairman’s Gold Medal for
The Best Student of PGDM
(Working Professionals)
Mr. Joshua Sam A.

Boston Financial Advisory Group
Award for
The Best Student in
Executive PGDM Business Analytics
Mr. Asit Deva

Functional Area Toppers

Brand Comm award for
The Best Student of PGDM
with Marketing as specialization
Ms. Gundeboyina Bhavana

NestAway award for
The Best Student of PGDM
with HR specialization
Mr. Sarthak Daing

OSG award for
The Best All Round Performance
Ms. Lasiewdor Syiem

Teacher Venkatarmanan award for
The Best Industry Internship Project &
Career Launcher Award for
The Best Girl Student
Ms. Nishita Mukherjee

RAK Ceramics Award for
Excellence in Corporate
Social Responsibility
Mr. Aditya Ramachandran
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IFIM Family welcomes two new members to the
‘Board of Governors’

Dr. Eileen Peacock

Former SVP & Chief Oﬃcer Asia Paciﬁc

AACSB International

Dr. Eileen Peacock joins Board of Governors of IFIM Business School. Earlier, she served as
Dean and Professor of Accounting at Charlton College of Business at the University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth, USA. Dr. Eileen Peacock previously was a member of the AACSB
Board of Directors, Initial Accreditation Committee, Accounting Accreditation Committee and
Pre-Accreditation Committee. She obtained her PhD from the University of Birmingham,
England. Her research interests lie in managerial accounting, including activity-based costing,
behavioral aspects of accounting, IT justiﬁcation, and curriculum development. Prior to her
position at Charlton College of Business, Peacock served as Associate Dean and Professor of
Accounting in the School of Business at Oakland University, USA. Her teaching interests were
in Managerial and Cost Accounting, and Cost Management.

Mr. Sanjay Padode, Secretary, Centre for Developmental Education, Bangalore announcing the addition of Dr. Eileen Peacock to
the Governing Board said, “We are delighted to have a luminary like Dr. Eileen Peacock on our Board of Governors. Her rich
experience in academics and with AACSB will help us to build IFIM Business School in to a world-class Management Institution
in the ensuing years and transform the students into holistic, socially responsible and continuously employable professionals.
She has travelled extensively and enjoys great respect of the academic world. We look forward to her playing an important role
in internationalizing our institute. We will also seek her guidance in our international accreditation process. “
On why she agreed to be on the IFIM Board of Governors, Dr. Eileen Peacock said, “I was impressed with the energy, enthusiasm
and commitment of the IFIM team towards building a progressive institution that is focused on industry connect and
transformation of students. When they invited me to join the Board of Governors, I gladly agreed. I will be mentoring the
dynamic leadership team at IFIM, especially in new programs and initiatives in the areas of Entrepreneurship, Business Analytics
and Distance Learning.”
Dr. Bibek Banerjee joins the Board of Governors of IFIM Business School. Acknowledged widely
as an innovation driven institution builder in India, Dr. Banerjee joined Bridge School from the
Institute of Management Technology Ghaziabad (IMTG) where he was the Director and
Academic Mentor of Group-IMT (India). Previously, he was at the Indian Institute of
Management Ahmedabad (IIMA), where he spent 18 years as Professor of Marketing &
Economics. An alum of Kolkata’s St Xavier’s College, Dr. Banerjee earned his PhD and MS
degrees in Economics and Marketing Sciences from Purdue University, USA.
Dr. Banerjee serves as a country expert for India and a Member of the Asia Paciﬁc Advisory
Council of the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) - the most stringent and prestigious academic accreditation body for business education in the world.
Dr. Banerjee’s business consulting experience include engagements with several national and
multinational organizations viz. Ericsson, Coca Cola, the Aditya Birla Group, Genpact, Microsoft,
the Citigroup, INFOSYS, TATA group, Unilever India, HDFC Bank, TVS Group etc. He specializes
in using simulation techniques to drive hands-on and high engagement learning outcomes for
senior executives as well as graduate students. Dr. Banerjee’s research interests are in analytical
modelling for marketing decision-making contexts and stylized Game Theoretic models of
marketing phenomena.

Dr. Bibek Banerjee
Director

Bridge School of Management
New Delhi

Mr. Sanjay Padode, Secretary, Centre for Developmental Education, Bangalore announcing the addition of Dr. Banerjee the
Governing Board said, “We are thrilled to have Dr. Bibek Banerjee on Board, as he is acknowledged as an innovation-driven
institution builder in the environment of management education. He has successfully incubated start-ups, and this knowledge
will help building our newly launched IFIM Center of Excellence for Entrepreneurship Development. Moreover, he has deep
knowledge of international accreditations such as AACSB and experience in developing industry-academia strategic interfaces
and research centers, which will add value to the practices at IFIM Business School.
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We look forward to Dr. Banerjee’s input in speciﬁc areas like re-designing curriculum, conceiving new programs, re-inventing
pedagogy, and overall being an inspirational educator.
On why he agreed to be on the IFIM Board of Governors, Dr. Bibek Banerjee said, “I believe that the right kind of management
education not only gets students ready for work life, but also accelerates development of social and life skills. Faculty are at the
frontline of this work, but the Governing Body works in the background, supporting the leadership team to make strategic
decisions about the future direction of the Institution. The continuously revised curriculum and strong industry-academia
interface maintained at IFIM Business School are concepts that I myself truly believe in. “

Other Members of the Board of Governors Shri. V. B. Padode
Chairman - Centre for Developmental
Education (CDE) Society and Chief Editor Dalal Street Investment Journal (DSIJ)

Dr. Chandra Bhushan Sharma
Chairman
National Institute of Open Schooling
(NIOS)

Mr. Rakesh Bamzai
SVP & President Commercial India
and Emerging Markets, Mylan
Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Bangalore

Dr. R. S. Nirjar
Executive Chairman - Board of Governors,
Vice Chancellor (Retd.)
Gautam Buddha University, Greater Noida

Dr. Devi Singh
Vice Chancellor, FLAME University Pune
& Ex-Director - IIM - Lucknow and MDI

Dr. M. R. Gopalan
Former Director of Research at
IFIM Business School

Padma Bhushan Mr. Ajai Chowdhry
Founder & Former Chairman
HCL Infosystems Ltd.

Mr. A. M. Thimmiya
CEO, Get Ahead Education
Bangalore

Mr. Mike Shah
President and CEO
M. S. Enterprises,
Bangalore

Prof. M. S. Lakshmi Narayanan
Director (Acting)
IFIM Business School

Mr. Sanjay Padode
Secretary - CDE Society, Bangalore
Dr. Pritam Singh
Ex-Director General of IMI and
Ex-Director of MDI and IIM - Lucknow
Dr. V. A. Sastry
Director
MUSA Software Engineering Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Rajesh Padode
Joint Managing Director
DSIJ Pvt. Ltd, Pune

IFIM Business School welcomes students of the PGDM 2016-18 batch
On 8th of July,2016 with trickling of fresh faces in the campus with bated breath and ﬁre in their belly the students of PGDM
2016-18 batch was welcomed by IFIM in very courteous way. Starting with framing the batch in the lenses forever, they went
to the auditorium and sat in their places. Then with lighting of the lamp the function started with cultural programme conducted by SPIC MACAY. It was a bewitching performance by Mr. Balakrishna and his team. He played ragas from ancient Indian
music and allured the students into a diﬀerent world. Then our Director welcomed Mr. Sunder Madakshira, Head of the
Marketing, EdgeVerve to speak a few words about PGDM to the new students.
“Yeh kahan aa gaye hum” was the quote in which Mr. Sunder
Madakshira started enthralling the students for their induction
into the IFIM on the very ﬁrst day. Being a veteran in sales and
marketing positions in companies such as SAP, Infosys,
WIPRO, HUL and Visa and “The Marketing Thought Leader of
the Year" by The Stars of the Industry Awards by the ABP
Group, he came all the way down to our campus to enlighten
the PGDM 2016-18 batch. With a light-hearted joke he started with, “The rain will stop, Dusyanth”. He mainly wanted to
say that IFIM will be the home for the students for next two
years so they have to be acquainted with every nuke and
corner of the campus. The rain might not stop for a year but
they have to ﬁnd their shelter.
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In beginning all the students might be very shy and
introverted but at the end of the day they have to “Speak up
and seek help”. For example, one may not be good at
accounting but he or she can seek help from others to gather
knowledge about it. On the need to adapt Mr. Sunder said,
“Learn from everywhere”. Students have to learn from each
and every aspect of life then only will they be considering the
college campus as their home.
It is stressed on the fact that “there is no free lunch”. You have
to earn everything in your life. People might be the facilitators but at the end of the day its up-to you whether you are
able to get that or not, he shared.
Students were advised to not only focus on studies but also
on health. The course is very rigorous and from that standpoint, one needs to have a balanced routine so that health
and knowledge go parallel. As the adage goes, “Health is
wealth” one should not hamper studies because of health
and vice-versa. Mental ﬁtness should be on every one's mind
and one should not undermine that.
He also stressed on dreaming big. He said that like other
things, dream has a habit of going down by gravity. He meant
not to keep thoughts cluttered and needs cleansing every
day. Focus should be on educating one self and try to imbibe
leadership every day spent at IFIM.
He also advised to zero in on working hard and be committed. Very established and well learned men overcome rued
their lacunae in only one quality and that is ability to read
fast. Reading fast is another aspect where students have to

Research
by faculty
at IFIM

improvise on. Constantly seeking to learn new things should
not be forgotten. In this highly competitive world, one needs
to innovate himself to stand against the testing times. Managing here is not and will not be an option. There is no alternative to hard work. If you want to achieve greater results,
you have to do things great. For keeping dreams alive,
conventional things don’t help. Try to think out of the box.
One of the unwritten rule while doing PGDM is networking.
Sticking to your own area won’t make you a diversiﬁed
knowledgeable person. To have savior faire in a ﬁeld such as
PGDM, one should have knowledge of every other area.
Networking not only ensures you to have rich quality of
friends but also ensures learning.
Last but not the least he also did not undermine the importance of having fun. Along with that the students need to
build on their competencies and skills in their respective
ﬁelds. The values provided from home should be instilled so
deep down that their roots are ﬁrmly stuck in the lives of the
students. Keeping the values intact and being humble are the
areas where he harped upon.
Needless to say it was an awe-inspiring and reverberating
speech given by Mr. Sunder Madakshira. Students newly
inducted were very much enthusiastic about listening to him
and after the speech they were very much exuberant. We
hope the students had a very good time.
by Indranil C. & Aritra Ghosh, Media and Relations Club, batch
2015-17

Dr. Rahul Gupta Choudhury presented a paper titled "Relationship Between
Contextual Factors, Business Performance, and strategy: A Study Of
Manufacturing and Service Industries in India” at 6th International Conference on
Restructuring of the Global Economy(ROGE)University of Oxford, UK, during 20th
& 21st June 2016.
Dr. Sangita Dutta Gupta presented a paper titled 'Self Help Groups-A silent revolution in empowerment of women: A study on few self help groups of West
Bengal.' The conference was organized by IMT Ghaziabad (in collaboration with
college of Business Administration, University of Texas, USA) during 28th and
29th July 2016. Her paper is published as a chapter in E-Book from Emerald
Publishers with ISBN Number 9781786354129.
Dr. R.Satish Kumar’s research paper titled : ”Corporate Mentoring at Firepro
Systems” got published in IOSR Journal of Business and Management with
e-ISSN:2278-487X and p-ISSN: 2319-7668 Volume 18, Issue 7 ,Ver. IV (July
2016). IOSR-JBM is a peer reviewed international journal indexed with J-Gate,
Cross ref, NASA, arXIV.org of Cornell University, USA American National
Engineering Database, and Google Scholar. The impact factor (AQCJ) of the
journal is 1.219.
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Students of PGDM 2015-17 batch win big at the State level
Management and cultural fest “Aveshkar” organized by
RJS Institute of Management Studies, Bangalore on June 9 – 10, 2016
Winners of Finance event - Sukkesh and Santhosh

Runner up for Photography Contest - Rohan Khaund

NASSCOM signs a MoU with IFIM Business School, Bangalore
IT-ITeS Sector Skills Council NASSCOM (SSC NASSCOM)
recently signed a MoU with IFIM Business School, Bangalore
to collaborate on the introduction of Outcome Based Trainings, Assessment and Certiﬁcation on Quality Packs (QP) and
National Occupational Standard (NOS).
This strategic alliance between NASSCOM and IFIM
Business School aims to oﬀer Associate Analytics (Qualiﬁcation Pack Code: SSC: Q2101) and Junior Data Associate
(Qualiﬁcation Pack Code: SSC: Q0401) courses to all undergraduate students as an add-on course to enhance the
employability skills of these students.
Under this MoU, IFIM will adopt National Occupational Standards (NOS), Assessments and Certiﬁcations developed by
NSDC through its Skill Sector Councils and NASSCOM will
assess and award certiﬁcates to the successful candidates
along with IFIM via NSDC’s SDMS (Skill Development Management System). SSC NASSCOM will also provide guidelines & recommendations related to aspects of the two
courses (Associate Analytics & Junior Data Associate), such
as faculty selection, student selection, infrastructure for
training and evaluation etc.
The Indian IT-BPM Industry currently employs about 3.1
million people directly and oﬀers about 9 million people
indirect employment opportunities. As per NASSCOM’s
research report “Perspective 2020ʺ, this industry has a

potential to create about 30 million employment opportunities (direct and indirect) by 2020.
The goal of the IT-ITES SSC is to enhance employability by
leveraging technology and experience in large scale skill
development, in a sustainable manner across skill sectors.
The Sector Skill Council concept is a systemic approach to
scaling quality capacity. The IT-ITeS SSC aims to nurture
diversity and inclusive growth to stimulate economic activity
relevant to the local ecosystem.
Speaking on the occasion, Secretary CDE, IFIM Institutions,
Mr. Sanjay Padode said “IFIM Business School made a strategic choice of building competence in the area of analytics
about 4 years ago. Since then the institution has successfully
trained more than 100 Executives through its Executive
PGDM Program in Business Analytics. The school has recently introduced a specialization in Business Analytics in its
PGDM distance learning program and is now introducing a
complete Major in Analytics as part of its full time PGDM.
After signing this MOU, IFIM Business School will be the only
institution in the country to impart Business Analytics knowledge in all formats starting from a certiﬁcate all the way to a
full time Post Graduate Diploma in Management. Also the
collaboration with NASSCOM will provide necessary leverage to IFIM for maintaining its curriculum in Business Analytics current and relevant.
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Business Initiative to Business Imperative:
Future Role of Business Analytics
By
Dr. Chandrashekar
Director
Center for Business Analytics
IFIM Business School
Business Analytics is the practice of using data to drive
business strategy and performance. It is undergoing massive,
disruptive changes that will radically transform the way the
industry and customers think about analytics. The exponential growth in data is a key driver of this change. In its
research IDC predicts that by 2020, the amount of high-value
data worth analyzing will double and 60% of information
delivered to decision makers will be actionable. Adding up to
the massive increase in disposable data, the mainstream
adoption of cloud computing across the enterprise continues
to put pressure on the capabilities of businesses to incorporate all relevant data from multiple data sources to enable
users to make more timely, comprehensive and insightfulbusiness decisions. All this adds up to business analytics
demand by companies for new tools and techniques to quickly and easily collect all types of data, and to store, manage,
integrate, manipulate, aggregate, analyze all that data into
useful information that positively impacts their businesses.
Following are some of the key future trends that may shape the
practice and application of Business Analytics globally across
industries;
● Cognitive Technologies & Computing gathered more than
$1 billion in venture capital funding in 2014 and 2015. The
overall market revenue for cognitive solutions is expected to
exceed $60 billion by 2025. A recent IDC research shows
that cognitive systems will be a major disruption and will
signiﬁcantly impact businesses, healthcare, work, society and
economies. Further, the report predicts that by 2020, 50% of
all business analytics software will incorporate prescriptive
analytics built on cognitive computing technology. In a
nutshell, Computing involves analysis of Images apart from
text using a natural language interface and make the machine
to learn very close to the way humans learn. A classic example is the driverless car talked about. One cannot learn
driving by simply reading books. By analyzing the images the
way human driver drives and takes decisions in various
circumstances we can make the machine learn. The advanced
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Business
Analytics

and predictive analytics software market is projected to grow
to $3.4B in 2018, attaining a 9.9% compouned annual
growth rate from 2013. IDC notes that simpliﬁed tools
provide more intuitive graphical user interfaces and
easier-to-use features are fueling business analysts’ adoption.
● The amount of data in our world has been exploding, and
analyzing large data sets—so-called big data—will become a
key basis of competition, underpinning new waves of productivity growth, innovation and consumer surplus, according to
research by MGI and McKinsey's Business Technology Oﬃce.
Leaders in every sector will have to grapple with the implications of big data, not just a few data-oriented managers. The
increasing volume and detail of information captured by
enterprises, the rise of multimedia, social media, and the
Internet of Things will fuel exponential growth in data for the
foreseeable future. However, several issues will have to be
addressed to capture the full potential of big data. Policies
related to privacy, security, intellectual property, and even
liability will need to be addressed in a big data world.
● A report released last spring by the McKinsey Global Institute predicts that by 2018, the United States alone could
face a shortage of 140,000 to 190,000 people with deep
analytical skills as well as 1.5 million managers and analysts
with the know-how to use the analysis of big data to make
eﬀective decisions.
● The Internet of Things (IoT) is no more limited to just the
gadgets; it is rather integrating to a wide range of things,
including humans to form new business models — think Uber
— and inﬂuence it had people’s behaviors. International Data
Corporation (IDC) estimates that the worldwide IoT market
will grow from $655.8 billion in 2014 to $1.7 trillion in 2020.
Devices, connectivity, and IT services will likely make up
two-thirds of the IoT market in 2020, with devices (modules/sensors) alone representing more than 30 percent of the
total.

While it is evident that application of business analytics will
continue to impact the business and future industry trends, it
is worthwhile to note that there is an acute shortage of
skilled manpower in this area.
Despite the surge in data science related programs, universities and colleges are not able to produce eﬀective and
eﬃcient data scientists fast enough to meet the business
demands. More importantly, they certainly cannot produce
experienced data analysts or scientists from their one or two
year programs; leave aside the shorter duration ones. To
complicate matters, there is no clear set of capabilities that
deﬁne a ‘business analyst’ because diﬀerent problems
require diﬀerent skill sets. To combat this, some organizations are taking a multipronged approach by supplementing
campus recruiting with alternatives—from turning to managed analytics to cultivating in-house talent.
IFIM B-School launched the Executive PGDM program in
September’ 2014. The program has gained signiﬁcant attention from corporate world as well as practitioners. Individuals
from various companies like IBM, Genpact, TCS, Herman
Miller, Schneider Electric, Fujitsu, United Healthcare,
Mindtree etc., having diﬀerent career aspirations, have
enrolled for the program. So far, the program has helped
more than 100 business professionals to change or acceler-

ate their respective career paths. The success story of the
program has recently been featured on IBM’s website. Based
on the success of the program on all relevant aspects, IFIM
Business School has been recognized by IBM for building
capabilities for management students and Working Professionals on Big Data & Analytics using IBM software.
The program’s duration is 15 months, is AICTE approved and
is uniquely designed for a hybrid model of delivery. The architecture of the course clearly depicts that emphasis has been
laid on training and making an individual gain expertise in all
the important pillars of business analytics, i.e., Business
Acumen, Domain Knowledge, Tools and techniques, and
problem solving capabilities. The program also contains a real
life project that provides an opportunity to individuals to
apply their conceptual and technical understanding of solving
a Business Problem in hand. The course curriculum was
designed to oﬀer poise between key business concepts with
skills in analytical, statistical modeling and data management.
The program has been taught by highly experienced in house
Faculty as well as accomplished faculty both within and
outside the Country. A Center of Excellence in Business
Analytics is also established at IFIM to strengthen the
Academic/Industry interface in Analytics.

Tree Plantation Drive held at IFIM campus on June 18, 2016
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Swachh Bharat at IFIM Institutions
Ek Kadam Swachhata Ki Ore held on June 29, 2016
with the theme of
“Corporate volunteering by private organizations and corporate entities”

Launched in 2014 by our Prime Minister, Narendra Modi on the occasion of the birthday of our father of the nation, Mahatma
Gandhi, Swachh Bharat has been readily accepted by the citizens of India. IFIM, a management institute Based in the heart of
Electronic City at Bangalore has a mission statement reinforcing this fact of developing ‘holistic professionals’ through our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program. IFIM has made an eﬀort to contribute to the vision of our Prime Minister and take India
another step towards Clean India.

On 29th of June, 2016, a ﬂash mob with students from the
PGDM hit our cafeteria to spread awareness of Clean India.
Thereafter, without holding their spirits back, all the students
went on a cleaning spree in the nearby areas of Electronic
City, Phase-2 to contribute in their own way towards the
Clean India movement. Putting stray plastic away to cleaning
up garbage strewn across the streets, the students made a
whole hearted eﬀort in contributing their bit towards making
their surroundings clean. The event was organised by Mr.
Prabhu Ebenezer, the CSR Vice-President of the IFIM B
School. Similar activity was carried out at the Hostel ground
on 30 June 2016. Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Prabhu said,
“Cleaning up the country cannot be the sole responsibility of
the Safai Karamcharis. Don’t all the citizens also have a role in
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this? We have to change this mindset. Though it is a diﬃcult
task, it can be achieved and for that, people must change
their habits. Sanitation should not be seen as a political tool,
but should only be connected to patriotism (Rashtra Bhakti)
and commitment to public health.” Not only the students but
also our distinguished and esteemed faculty took part in the
drive.
All the other activities outlined by the Government of India in
the Swachh Bharat Mission have also been noted for compliance and a few have already been implemented on the
campus at the IFIM B School to make a better and a cleaner
India.

IFIM Institutions
Proudly Presents

KANYATHON 2016

The Annual 5K Run

IFIM’s marathon witnesses more than 2000 participants
The marathon was held for the cause of saving the girl child
Bangalore, July 31, 2016: IFIM Business School in association
with S.A.F.E (Students Against Female Exploitation) organised a 5 km fundraiser marathon “Kanyathon 2016”, at their
Electronic City campus. The event was ﬂagged oﬀ by
Vasundhara Das, singer, actress, songwriter and environmental activist. Over 2500 participants were present from all
walks of life ranging from students to working professionals
participated enthusiastically at this by IFIM event. This is the
ﬁfth year Kanyathonhas been conducted successfully.
IFIM’s Kanyathon has been supported by S.A.F.E, since the
oﬃcial launch of the movement in February 2013, with the
main aim of promoting social responsibility and creating
awareness against exploitation of women. The main mission
of this edition is to highlight the fact that a girl is on an equal
pedestal as a boy.

by the student community of IFIM is very apt in the current
scenario, as we frequently hear of male – female discrimination in many parts of the country. We feel proud that we have
been able to raise the money towards the cause of empowering of the girl child. We are going to access a large number of
NGO’s and their work, and donate the money collected to
the one that has tremendously made a diﬀerence.”
Speaking at the inauguration of Kanyathon 2016, Vasundhara Das said, “Kanyathon and S.A.F.E. are a great initiative by
student fraternity of IFIM as it helps in not only creating an
awareness about the plight of the girl child, but also internalising the seriousness of the issue. I must congratulate IFIM
on this initiative. “
The fastest runners at the marathon were Mr Palisetti Kiran
in the men's category, Ms Dikshita in the women's category,
Mr B.L. Joshi in the senior citizen category and Master Anush
in the children's category.

KANYATHON 2016

Speaking on the occasion of the marathon, CSR VP Mr.
Prabhu Ebenezer said, “This cause that has been recognised

The Annual 5K Run
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Trekking Experience by PGDM 2016-18 students
Shubham Jain
PGDM 2016-18 batch, Section-B
I am extremely happy to write about the experiences
of my trekking. The fun started from the time we
boarded the bus. We played Antakshari, sang songs
and danced in the bus. After reaching the destination
it gave us an opportunity of seeing such beautiful
sense of nature.
The trek lays between rocks stairs covered with
luscious greenery and trees. The sky was overcast
with clouds in the morning. All along, we enjoyed the
scenes and nature. This was a lovely experience of my
life. It shall remain embedded in my memory forever.
Minali Arora
2016-18 PGDM batch
I had my best ever experience of life. It was my ﬁrst
adventure activities of life. I want to thank IFIM for the
remarkable idea to choose the awesome place like Shivgange
hills for trekking. I really like the views and clicked many
photos with my friends. On the way, sometimes we found
diﬃcult to climb up but thanks to volunteers who were available there for help.
Sandeep Chaudhary
PGDM 2016-18 batch, Section-C
I want to share
my experience
which I had
never before
experienced in
my life with
such a lot of
friends.
As
everybody
was
excited
and
waiting
for that day
specially me
because I want
to see what
kind of adventure it is going
to be. It was
really a fun exercise for all of us and got the chance to interact each other while seeing a good sight of greenery, rocks
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lying here and there, clouds just above our head and specially
the monkeys. I enjoyed a lot along with my all friends and
seniors and It was a memorable day because wherever I am
going to be now, I will never forget that day. So, I want to
thank our college faculty, volunteers and specially Col. Vijay
Bakshi who were looking after us during the whole trekking.
Alisha Goyal
2016-18 PGDM batch
I want to thank the PEP faculty for organising the trek. It was
really a memorable one and each one of us will cherish the
moments whenever we will remember this day. It helped us
to know our strength and reaching the peak gave such a great
feeling of achievement. Though even everyone was tired, all
of us had a big smile after coming back. We danced, we sang,
we climbed and we lived the day with utmost fun and adventure.
Vipin Vijayakumaran
2016-18 PGDM batch
I personally feel the trekking experience was a Breath-taking
one (Both literally and metaphorically). On one hand now I
know... That even if my legs refused to go an inch forward...
The will power of mind is what dominates everything and all
you have to do is to Push your own limits... And on the other
hand learned a valuable lesson that... The END DOES
INDEED JUSTIFY THE MEANS... IE... The tremendous
amount of eﬀort put in by each and every one of us. Just for
a few moments of time at the pinnacle is truly a testimonial
to a person's will power, and commitment to reach a goal.

Faculty vs Students football match held
at IFIM Hostel grounds on June 24, 2016
"They always say that those who control the present can rewrite the past."
The students have risen up against
the mighty faculty in a game of
football between Students Football
team and Faculty Football team
conducted on the hostel ground on
the same day and for the ﬁrst time
since the inception of IFIM
Institution, the winners are Students
Football Team and that calls for an
occasion.

who in their age played
with the zeal and dedication the youngsters
should imbibe in their
game. Tides might have
turned had if the
students faced them in
their prime. Nevertheless the match was
dominated
by
the
Students Football Team
and it eventually resulted in a 1-0 win
for them. The wonder goal scored by Mr. Nayan
Maheswari proved to be the diﬀerence between the
two sides. Special thanks to the referee of the match,
Mr. Chaitanya Agarwal and his team of linesmen who
did true justice to their roles by ensuring fair and
decent play.
There were many notable performances throughout
the game, but the award for the player of the match
goes to only one player for his excellent showmanship
and talent and the coveted award for the player of the
match goes to the player from Faculty Football team,
Prof. Rajarshi Chakraborty.

Congratulations to the winners and the players from both the
teams for the scintillating display they had put for this match
that took a long time coming. Special mention to the faculty

By Devi Prasad Ghosh, MRC Team , batch 2015 - 17

Assistant Professor – Economics and Entrepreneurship,
Dr. Sangita Dutta Gupta's paper presentation at IMT Ghaziabad went off really well. Selected papers have been
chosen for the Ebook 'Selected Readings in Business
Sustainability & Inclusive Growth'
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ALUMNI

CONNECT

Mr. Hemant Kulsheshtra, President – IFIM Alumni Association

Name: Mr. Hemant Kulsheshtra
Current: Entrepreneur - CXOClicks/ HKPhotographyindia
Organization - IBM/VMware/Cisco/CXOClicks/ HKPhotographyindia
Work Experience - 16 Yrs
Designation/Organization: PAST- vice president - WebSphere - IBM
Program/Batch: 1997-99 PGDM Marketing & International Business
Q1. What ignited the spark in
you to start a business venture
of your own?
Ans: As you grow and evolve in
life your priorities change. I
realized somewhere deep down
I was not happy as 15 years ago
when I started the journey.
There was a part of me that
sought more challenge, risk and
adventure. So ﬁnally after careful deliberation I decided to
follow my passion and take a leap of faith.
Q2. How important have good employees been to your
success?
Ans: It’s always a good team that makes the journey worthwhile. I've always had the privilege of working with
colleagues who have worked towards achieving a common
objective. Without a team it is not possible to strategize and
move with a shared sense of purpose.
Q3. What three pieces of advice would you give to the
college students who want to become entrepreneurs?
Ans: The ﬁrst thing is to have a keen sense of discipline so
that you can manage various aspects of your business eﬀectively. Secondly it is important to understand your business
environment, the supportive ecosystem and the various
players that inﬂuence your business. Thirdly its critical to
understand the various provisions of the law governing your
business and work within those.
Q4. What have been your failures and what have you
learned from them?
Ans: As they say failures are the stepping stones to success.
There is no defeat which is ﬁnal. For me it’s been about learning to deal with the right kind of clients, working with the
right agencies. One thing which i have learned over a period
of time is to be vocal about your skills your specialties and
make sure that your prospects correlate you positively with
these. In today’s age of lightning fast information, it is important to make yourself visible.
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Q5. What motivates you?
Ans: I'm motivated by people's love for my work. I really cherish when my clients are satisﬁed and delighted with my work.
This translates in an urge to do better each time.
Q6. What is your greatest fear? How do you manage fear?
Ans: As any other person taking a plunge from an established
routine 9 to 5 corporate world into doing something on your
own the fear is 'what if I fail? ‘However my experience has
taught me to be resilient in the face of adversity. Every time
something goes wrong you know this is not the end. You go
back to the problem and approach it with a fresh perspective.
That way you can address your fear of failure
Q7. What do you feel is the major diﬀerence between those
who work for someone and entrepreneurs?
Ans: There is a huge diﬀerence between working for someone and working for yourself. There are pros and cons of
both.When you work for an organization you are bound by
the policies and procedures of the organization. You work
towards meeting the goal envisioned by the management. In
such a scenario you have the beneﬁt of an already established setup for eﬃcient functionality. You are assured of
your income at regular time.
When you choose to be an entrepreneur you assume the role
of a creator. You understand several aspects of business, at
least initially, and deliver the results with limited resources.
The responsibility for nurturing a sound business and
ensuring the welfare of your
team also lies with you. An
entrepreneur also needs to
be ﬁnancially prudent to tide
through the unpredictable
cash ﬂows in the initial
phases.
Q8. In one word, characterize your life as an entrepreneur?
Ans: EXCITING... when you do something that you love you'll
never feel as if you're working.

Ms. Bhavika Reddy attended NEN Entrepreneurship
Educator Program hosted at St. Joseph College of
Commerce, Bangalore June 23 – 25, 2016
The program was valuable and enabled all the attendees to equip themselves to motivate and train students to be aspiring
entrepreneurs. It also encouraged all faculty participants to develop awareness about entrepreneurship and understand the
essential factors needed to be a successful entrepreneur. It was lead by Ms. Sujaya Rao, consultant & mentor.

Asst. Prof Shaguftha Anjum from IFIM Law College presented
legal paper on the topic “ADRS: an endeavor towards seeking
speedy Justice in the light of Precedents” at National Law
School of India University (NLSIU), Nagarbhavi, Bangalore
The paper was presented at the 3 day INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE on
‘LIBERALIZATION AND GLOBALISATION: CHANGING LEGAL PARADIGM’ from
July 14 - 16, 2016
In conference there were nearly 90+ paper presenters (40 international presenters) at the
conference from diﬀerent parts of the Globe. As ‘Law is an instrument of Social change’, the three
days conference mainly focused on the impact of Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization
(LPG) on India.
Paper Title
“That ultimate responsibility for the control of litigation must move from the litigants and their
legal advisers to the Court”.
- Lord Harry Woolf
In the era of liberalization, economic phase of business
sectors have seen a gigantic growth. Globalization, industrialization, westernization have cast a huge impact on the social,
cultural, political, economic as well as legal aspects of a
nation. Though economic integrations provide nations with
many amenities yet they also come packed with lot of legal
complexities. Every country’s legal systems are well prepared
to handle the Pandora’s Box of worms once they surface on
earth but diﬃculty arises when the adjudicating authorities
are hardened by umpteen litigations. Justice delayed would
result in denial of justice which would ultimately hamper the
nation‘s economic integration.

preserving harmony between two litigating parties, speedy
disposal, low cost and avoiding stress of a conventional court
trail.

At this juncture, Alternate Dispute Resolution System comes
as a good fortune to the mortals removing their prolonged
thirst for justice. Alternate Dispute Resolution System
(ADRS) also called as alternative or substitute resolution
system relates to that part of judicature which tries to
remove the bottlenecks found in the ordinary Judicial
Dispute Settlement System (JDRS). ADRS works on the
footing of Procedural ﬂexibility, less time consuming,

ADRS though has many plus points to its credit; it is also
surrounded by few negativisms which make it unpopular
amongst the common masses.

ADRS was introduced in the justice system as per the recommendations of Lord Harry Woolf in his report titled ‘Access to
justice’. India has incorporated the concept of ADRS since
1940 and later commercial pandemic developments paved
way for the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996. The
notion of ADRS is based on the UNCITRAL model law on
International Commercial Arbitration which has universal
application.

The Hon’ble Supreme Court keeping its paramount duty in
mind, time and again has upholded the Constitutional spirit
enshrined in Article 21 and has advocated for speedy justice
through ADRS methods.
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IFIM Business School
The Best Industry Connect

Since 1995

Become a Business Analytics Professional
and accelerate your Career
Executive Post Graduate Diploma in Management
in Business Analytics (Executive PGDM)
15-months weekend program approved by AICTE
Learning Objectives
• Manage the Business Analytics process

• Realize the importance of social media

• Get familiar with the state of the art

as a part of business strategy

software applications for

Process

business analytics

Program Highlights

Social Media

Software

• Apply business analytics for

• Realize the importance of
including Big Data as a part of

improving the eﬃcacy and
quality of decision within

• Understand the
fundamentals of

Big Data

Eﬃciency

an organization

business strategy

Curriculum designed and delivered by a blend of highly
qualiﬁed and experienced faculty from IFIM and
industry experts

Hands-on-experience of working with relevant Software
like SPSS, R, Tableau, COGNOS BI, Crystal Ball, Infosphere,
@Risk, Power BI, Hadoop, Quickview, Watson, etc.

Business
Analytics
Implementation

Technology

• Prepare the road map for
analytics implementation

Business Analytics and
Big Data technology
Teams

• Manage Multi Discipline Teams

Hybrid model of course delivery via facility of live
streaming with access to recorded sessions besides
classroom lectures

Practices
Impact

• Understand the practices for BI Roll out

Designed for working professionals with convenience
of weekend classes (Saturdays and alternate Sundays)

• Evaluate the impact of analytics on overall strategy

Testimonials

“To understand what exactly is to be done with such large quantities of data, I chose to join IFIM

"A great initiative & timely introduction of a comprehensive professional program in the

Business School’s Executive PGDM in Business Analytics, as I was extremely passionate about the
ﬁeld of data science. Besides only learning models or doing assignments, sessions were interactive

Analytics Era by IFIM B School. A perfect blend of an exclusive curriculum covering all topics
on management with highly qualiﬁed and experienced faculties, hands on work at the IBM

with a variety of faculty covering areas like decision-making, optimization and simulation. Being the
batch topper and gold medalist for this program, I would say that it has helped me advance my
career goals in the analytics domain at a strategic level."

Analytics Lab - a step ahead for transforming and reshaping the future ready corporate leaders
in the ﬁeld of analytics- a must do program to explore the next big analytics challenge"

Asit Deva
Systems Engineer – TCS
EPGDM - 2014-16

Bijaya Rajkumari
Manager - HR Metrics - Schneider Electric
EPGDM - 2014-16

The success story of the program has
recently been featured on IBM’s website.
Based on the success of the program on
all relevant aspects, IFIM Business School
has been recognized by IBM for building
capabilities for management students
and Working Professionals on Big Data &
Analytics using IBM software.

For more details and to apply online, visit www.iﬁmbschool.com

IFIM College
(Affiliated to Bangalore University)

Report
NSS & YRC Activity - International Yoga Day @ Kanteerava Stadium
Bengaluru
Conducted by

: The Government of Karnataka.

Date

: 21st June, 2016

Time

: 7am to 11am

Chief Guest

: Sri Siddaramaiah, Chief Minister of Karnataka
Sri Ananth Kumar, Union Minister
Sri Sadananda Gowda, Union Minister

The day started with a steady drizzle which could not hinder
the zeal of our students who assembled at the college premises at around 6am. In less than twenty minutes the team led by
Asst Prof Ambanna, the Progamme Oﬃcer of Youth Red Cross
of our college could manage to leave in the college bus to
reach there by 7am.

Sri D. K. Shivakumar, Karnataka Energy Minister
Bipasha Basu, Bollywood Actress and many others.
Hosted by

: Swasa Guru Swami Vachananda

Anchored by

: Anushri, Sandalwood Actress.

It was a huge stadium which could accommodate over 5000
people with an aesthetically designed stage in front. Around
4000 school/college-going students had already assembled
on the widely spread lawn in their sports dress to perform
yoga. Music was on to raise the energy levels of people.
Swamiji himself along with the anchor was on mike to receive,
guide and take the participants through the programme.

The practice of yoga started with Shithilikarana Vyayama i.e., warming up exercises
and in the due course the guests started arriving one after another. Then came the
practice of Suryanamaskara, the Salutations to Sun God which is a series of ten
postures enabling the body to get ﬂexibility and strength. It was a memorable event for
all of us to see few students were doing yoga for the ﬁrst time in their life.
The Coordinator for NSS and YRC of Bangalore University, Dr Srinivas was also present in the occasion to mark our participation. He expressed his happiness for our interest in these programmes. The chief guest of the programme, the chief minister of
the state Sri Siddaramaiah said in his speech that the world is waking up to yoga which is the elixir of healthy life. Sri Ananth
Kumar said that the young generation should take up yoga seriously and grow strong. Sri Sadananda Gowda said that yoga
helps people to stay calm and smiling even in times of diﬃculties. The centre of attraction, Bipasha Basu performed yoga along
with Swamiji and also gave a message- currently yoga is the most happening thing in the world.
The students were excited to be a part of this programme as it was ﬁrst time that they were with a bollywood actress and the
chief minister himself in a yoga programme of such proportion. Many students were doing Asanas, Suryanamaskar and Pranayama for the ﬁrst time and were really curious to do more. They enjoyed the ambience and the whole experience. Our
students had the opportunity of being interviewed by DD News Channel about their experience in this mega event. Breakfast
was served in the venue itself which was delicious and quite ﬁlling also. With a broad smile on their faces and a feeling of
contentment, the students left to their respective destinations.
Mr. Ambanna S Madabhavi
Programme Oﬃcer - Youth Red Cross Unit
IFIM College, Bengaluru

Mr. Venkatesh B B
Programme Oﬃcer - NSS Unit
IFIM College, Bengaluru
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Rapid Reading in Management – A Session
conducted for IFIM Business School
Students on July 19, 2016

On July 19, 2016, PGP students of the
batch 2016 – 18 at IFIM Business
School participated in an innovative
session as part of their Foundation
Program called ‘Rapid Reading in Management’. Dr. K. S. Srinivasa Rao and
Prof. Chowdari Prasad have initiated
the concept of “Treasure Hunt” in Library for Knowledge,
where students will be searching for a book and then reading
it in a given time and later will be presenting a Review on the
same.
The students reported to the library which hosts over 21,000
books covering various ﬁelds like management, business law,
ﬁction, non-ﬁction etc. Students were assigned books at
random via chit draw system, and were asked to read through
the book. They will have to submit a report and presentation
on the book they read along with the learnings from the
book, their management take – away, how they can convert
the morals into real life. The top three best student presentations, who submit the best book report, will be awarded
special prizes.
When asked about the importance of Rapid Reading, Dean
Academics - Dr. K. S. Srinivasa Rao said “Rapid reading is a
skill that allows students to radically increase their
words-per-minute rate and improve to maintain their
comprehension level, something that will help them manage
work along with time. We have noticed that Rapid reading
skills, such as eliminating sub vocalization, allows them to
process new information faster than average. Encouraging
students to read at a good speed will help them in their workplace to stay abreast of new global developments, changes,
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and possible innovations.”
On speaking about the experience, Mr. Shubham Jain, PGP
student of batch 2016 – 18 said “I enjoyed the experience. I
am done with reading my book and am thinking about an
innovative way to present the book report. Rapid reading has
deﬁnitely helped us all. We all now would like to cultivate the
habit of regularly reading content, news, international
happenings, etc. Let us stay knowledgeable and contemporary which are two essential qualities for staying ahead in the
management ﬁeld. Thanks to our faculty members for
encouraging the habit of reading.”
When asked Mr. Mahadev, the Librarian, said “This Concept
brought all the students to Library and I am happy to see so
many budding managers sitting and reading Books. After
having used to online services, ﬁnding a student group in the
Library is very rare. This is an innovative way of bringing the
current generation students to Library and my staﬀ have also
very much enjoyed serving a big crowd at a given time”.
Prof. Chowdari Prasad, Dean-Planning & Development said
“This exercise will be useful to the student to improve his/her
communication skills and also develop the reading as a hobby
to habit. When a student reads a Book and presents a review
on the same, one can get the exposure to multiple skills when
presenting in a huge batch of 265 students.
This has a cutting-edge when the student
eventually presents himself/herself during
any Placement Interviews, he / she can
make the Interviewers to ask questions
more about such hobbies. Thus, a student
can answer conﬁdently and can get acceptance from the Recruiters”.

Kargil Vijay Diwas
@ IFIM on July 26, 2016
The Kargil Vijaya Diwas Celebrations happened in an excellent manner. The true sense of nationalism was visible all
over. Col Vijay Bakshi spoke out his heart. Once he was
visibly emotional as his voice choked a little. He shouldered
the whole event and conveyed the feel of the war and his
experiences.

bered his colleagues who gave up their lives during war and
was visibly emotional.

He classiﬁed his 30mins talk into three parts. He started with
a personal incident where his family was telling him to be
together with so that if any misfortune happens, let it happen
for the whole family as it would be diﬃcult to exist even
without any one member of the family to the others.

It was a special moment for our students which was clear by
the deep level of involvement. There was pin-drop silence
when this talk was going on. This showed the depth of their
involvement.

Firstly, he talked about the Operation by beautifully drawing
the geography of the terrain on the white board, describing
how diﬃcult it was and how disadvantageous it was for our
side. The probable plan of the enemy which was disrupted
due to diligent patrolling from our side.
Secondly, he talked about the Logistics involved. All the
mules of that area were used to transport the food and
necessary items to soldiers. The young and strong boys of
nearby villages along with their village-heads also stood as a
support to the army displaying their solidarity. He remem-
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Lastly, he talked about the Media which took it up seriously
and reported in detail to the common people who were in a
way away and unaﬀected from the happenings around them.

Our ﬁnal year BCA students, Krishna Bhattarai, Jishnu Mohan
and Rohit Ranjan had made a PPT on Kargil War which was
played in the beginning. It, as confessed by the guest himself,
made him nostalgic. The compere of the programme was
Vaishnavi, our BCom II year student who did a cute job.
The CAG and Principal played their respective roles by
addressing the students. The NSS Programme Oﬃcer of our
college, Prof Venkatesh B B introduced the guest and the day.
Prof Sheshachalam welcomed the group and Prof Asif delivered vote of thanks.

IFIM Business School won the Gold Medal at the 7th Indian Management
Conclave 2016
IFIM Business School, Bangalore
was bestowed with the Gold Award
for the paper titled “Purposing,
Mentoring and Career Winning- A
Holistic Approach to Management
Education” for Leadership in Corporate Engagement at the 7th Indian
Management Conclave 2016 at IIM
Ahmedabad, organized by MBA
Universe. The research paper was prepared and presented by
Prof. Priya Angle.
Since its inaugural edition in 2010, the annual Indian Management Conclave (IMC) has emerged as India’s deﬁnitive
MBA educators’ conference. In 2013, to further the vision of
IMC Conference, the 1st Indian Management Conclave
Awards, popularly known as IMC Awards, were launched.
The core objective of IMC Awards is to identify, document
and recognize the best-practices and successful initiatives
undertaken by Indian B-schools on contemporary themes.
The winning initiatives are documented and shared with over
1000 institutions and over 10,000 educators in India and
abroad.
The paper laid strong focus on the industry- academia interaction that has helped IFIM to understand the dynamics of
challenges faced by industry. This forms the building block of
the Purposing, Mentoring and Career Winning program
adopted by IFIM in line with its mission statement “to nurture
holistic, socially responsible and continuously employable
professionals”.
The Mentorship program works on three stages – Self-Assessment Stage, Statement of Purpose and Career Researching. At the “Self- Assessment Stage”, the students are asked
to write a “Statement of Purpose (SOP)” during the foundation course. Industry experts and faculty members are allot-

ted to groups of
students for Mentoring keeping in
mind the students’
career aspirations.
During the “Career
Researching” stage,
the corporate mentors
facilitate
self-research and
career prospecting for each student. Every student simultaneously undertakes academic study over the four terms on
campus. The next stage is “the Experience Stage” where
students undertake Project Work and Internship with the
corporates. At the end, the students graduate with a suitable
placement to enter corporate life with an assured trait of
being continuously employable. Students graduate with a job
along with an assured trait of being continuously employable.
Speaking on the occasion, Prof. Priya Angle said, “I am
delighted that the eﬀort put in by IFIM in constituting its
Purposing, Mentoring and Career Winning program has been
recognized as a Best Practice at IMC 2016, which is a
platform for global management thinkers and business icons.”
In 2013, MBA Universe awarded IFIM with the Silver Prize
for paper titled “IFIM Industry Internship Program (IIP)” under
the theme, Eﬀective Industry-Institute Engagement at the
4th edition of the IMC.The jury comprised of Dr. M R Rao,
Provost, Woxsen School of Business, Former Dean, ISB and
Director, IIMB (Jury Chair), Dr Rishikesha T Krishnan, Director, IIM Indore and Dr Ranjan Banerjee, Dean, SPJIMR,
Mumbai. The themes this year were Academic Leadership:
Approaches, Frameworks and Leadership in Corporate
Engagement.

Entrepreneurship at IFIM Business School
"Startup Foundry" Inauguration
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CENTER OF
EXCELLENCE
entrepreneurship development

Center of Excellence

Entrepreneurship Development

IFIM Business School
IFIM Business School aims to be the most sought after destination for quality management education.
The mission of IFIM is to nurture holistic, socially responsible and continuously employable
professionals.

Center of Excellence
The CoE aspires to be one of the most sought-after destinations for budding entrepreneurs. The
center envisages the percolation of entrepreneurial mindset across the institute leading to a thriving
ecosystem for nurturing entrepreneurship. The CoE aims to build an empowering ecosystem that
freely admits and nurtures candidates with entrepreneurial mindset by helping them set-up ventures,
learn from experiential pedagogy and obtain access to legal, ﬁnancial and mentoring support.

Center of Excellence: Objectives
1.Increase number and strengthen quality of entrepreneurial activities on the campus (short terms
and long term ventures, campus ventures, talks, panels, workshops etc) to allow percolation of
entrepreneurial focus across all programs.
2.Cultivate an ecosystem of supporting mentors, ﬁnanciers and legal aids.
3.Develop instructive programs that enable budding entrepreneurs to make educated decisions
4.Develop innovative pedagogies for training entrepreneurs
5.Develop intellectual capital in the area of entrepreneurship in terms of research, study materials and
instruction materials including but not restricted to cases, exercises, activities and simulations.
6.Develop a self-sustaining incubation center

STARTUP FOUNDRY

www.iﬁm.edu.in

CENTER OF
EXCELLENCE
entrepreneurship development

Center of Excellence

Entrepreneurship Development

Center of Excellence: Measurement of Excellence
1.Number of ventures and entrepreneurs launched by the institute
2.Contributions to intellectual capital through educational content, innovative pedagogical methods,
instructional materials and research output
3.Generation of Revenue

Intellectual Capital
Knowhow

Incubation
Centre

Nurture
Ecosystem

The CoE – Entrepreneurship Development pursues its objectives in three
main verticals:
1. An important pillar of the center is the intellectual capital developed by means of courses and
programs oﬀered by the institute. The center aims to attract entrepreneurial minds through the
specialized courses oﬀered to students inclined towards entrepreneurship. The idea is to nurture
and kindle these minds in to setting up and growing ventures
2. The central pillar of the center is the incubation center which facilitates and houses the potential
start-up entrepreneurs to experiment with their ventures
3. The third function of the center is to develop a network of experts as mentor, advisors, funder to
help incubatees with successfully launching their ventures.

STARTUP FOUNDRY

www.iﬁm.edu.in
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IFIM Business School
The Best Industry Connect

Since 1995

Power Your Potential

Transform at IFIM
Business School ‘Most
promising B-School with
Excellent Industry
Interface’
Asia Education Summit
2015

Admissions Open
Post Graduate Certiﬁcate Program Global Financial Markets (PGCP-GFM)
(By National Stock Exchange)

• India’s first PGCP-GFM with international certifications
• Globally bench-marked curriculum for USA, Singapore and Indian financial
markets
• Singapore immersion program for global exposure and best practices
• Markets skill development via simulated/live market
• Experiential learning through industry mentors, simulations, finance lab etc.
• Faculty comprising industry experts & academicians
For more details and to apply online, visit www.iﬁmbschool.com

Transform into Leaders
of Tomorrow

Akshita Sharma

MBA - 2015-17

ADMISSIONS 2016

Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Two-years, full-time — Aﬃliated to University of Mysore

Marketing | Finance | Human Resource Management
Key Features

The MBA program imparts
every student with managerial
skills, which come into play
in every domain of business
operation

Students are free to choose
specializations like
Marketing, Finance and HR,
which deliver speciﬁc expertise
to the industry

Emphasis is on developing
leadership qualities, team
management, communication
skills, stress management
and crisis management

Not just a text book program
but builds competencies for
corporate employment
or higher studies among
students

The pedagogy adopts various
techniques such as group
discussions, brain storming
sessions, management games
and transaction analysis tackling
conﬂicting situations

A vast variety of teaching
methodologies include
classroom lectures, industrial
visits, case studies, workshop
corporate orientation and
assignments

Please visit www.ifim.edu.in to apply online

